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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Since the beginning of the pandemic, efforts have been underway to advance digital identi9cation

systems, including mobile driver’s licenses and vaccine passports. In 2020, the World Economic

Forum (WEF) rolled out plans for its COVIDPass, which required users to have their blood screened

at an approved COVIDPass laboratory.

They would then be issued a QR “health code” via their cellphone, to be presented at airports,

borders and entrances to various events. Of course, only those with a “passing” result would be

allowed entry, shedding light on the technology’s nefarious potential.

If you refuse to have your blood tested, or the blood test shows you’re infected, you’ll be unable to

go about your daily life as you did prior to 2020. Freedoms have been blatantly lost and restricted,

with many signing up for this prison-like existence voluntarily in the name of health protection.

According to WEF, COVIDPass doesn’t include tracing technology,  but it easily could at some point.

Then, your whereabouts could be tracked and your movement restricted based on what your

phone’s QR code reveals about your health, your 9nances — or anything, really. This is only the

beginning.

ID2020 Is Coming to Take Away Your Privacy, Freedom

If you haven’t yet heard of the ID2020 Alliance, this is de9nitely something that should be on your

radar. It’s a public-private partnership founded by Bill Gates’ GAVI: The Vaccine Alliance, The

Rockefeller Foundation, Microsoft, Accenture and Ideo.org.  General partners in the alliance

include, among others:

The Learning Economy Foundation, founded

by the United Nations in 2018

Facebook

Mastercard ShareRing

Simprints National Cybersecurity Center

The United Nations International Computing

Centre (UNICC)

Okta, an identity platform

ID2020 began as a digital identity program for Bangladesh and has since expanded to include “the

implementation of digital technologies which tie with the [Learning Economy] Foundation’s vision of

a world in which learners can map their educational progress to achieve their academic,

employment, and life goals.”

In August 2021, when the Learning Economy joined the ID2020 Alliance, Ethan Veneklasen, ID2020

head of advocacy and communication, stated, “Education and workforce development represent an

exciting opportunity to apply digital ID technology, especially as we think about the potential of

digitally veri9able educational credentials.”

This gives a glimpse into where this technology is going. Soon, there’s no telling what you’ll be

asked to digitally verify, but your “educational credentials” are sure to be fair game, along with

everything else.

Global Partnership Emerges in Race for Digital ID

Not content to let a single company, state or government handle the roll out of digital IDs, the

ID2020 Alliance is painting itself as the global identi9cation superpower. “No government, company

or agency can solve this challenge alone,” ID2020 states on its website. “Setting the future course

of digital ID and navigating the associated risks is a challenge that requires sustained collaboration

and global partnership.”

The idea of global synchronization has a familiar ring to it, doesn’t it? In October 2022, the World

Health Organization announced a global initiative of its own, called One Health Joint Plan of Action.

In WHO’s case, the organization is joining forces with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations (FAO) and others to gain further control of human health and the environment.

The ID2020 Alliance is working to become a similarly powerful entity in the realm of digital IDs.

Just as WHO is working on coordinating 9nancing in order to achieve their global agenda, the

ID2020 Alliance is similarly combining multiple globalist organizations, synchronizing their plans —

and their resources. According to ID2020:

“Ad-hoc investments in single use-case projects (“business as usual”) will be insu<cient to

bring about transformative impact. Changing the @ow of funds is necessary to re-align

incentives. That’s why collaborative funding mechanisms are essential to ensure that

digital ID can be a platform to enable the delivery of diverse beneFts and services

throughout an individual’s life.”

Did you notice “throughout an individual’s life”? So the plan is for the digital ID to track you from

cradle to grave. It then goes on to state that it plans to achieve its goals via the help of multibillion-

dollar corporations:

“Private sector engagement is critical for solving at scale. Alliance partners include

companies with a collective footprint in the billions and a shared commitment to an ethical

approach to digital ID.

Decisions about how Alliance funds are administered, which programs to fund, and which

technical standards to support are made jointly by Alliance partners through a transparent

governance process, preventing dominance by any single institution or sector.”

Infrastructure for a Social Credit System Laid Out

Some have speculated that the introduction of digital IDs and vaccine passports in the U.S. is laying

the infrastructure for a social credit system similar to the one in China. China’s social credit system,

a massive undertaking of government surveillance that aims to combine 600 million surveillance

cameras — about one for every two citizens — with facial recognition technology, has an end-goal

of being able to identify anyone, anywhere, within three seconds.

At present, the system is still disjointed and focused on corporate social credit more so than

individual social credit, but it’s “evolving rapidly.”  Here’s an example of how social credit can work,

from 2019 — before the pandemic, which has only accelerated data collection and surveillance

measures — from Wired:

“The criteria that go into a social credit ranking depends on where you are, notes [Mareike]

Ohlberg, [research associate at the Mercator Institute for China Studies]. ‘It's according to

which place you're in, because they have their own catalogs,’ she says. It can range from

not paying Fnes when you're deemed fully able to, misbehaving on a train, standing up a

taxi, or driving through a red light.

One city, Rongcheng, gives all residents 1,000 points to start. Authorities make deductions

for bad behavior like tra<c violations, and add points for good behavior such as donating

to charity. One regulation Ohlberg recently read speciFcally addresses stealing electricity.

Of course, you'll have to get caught Frst or be reported by someone else.

While facial recognition is infamously used to spot jaywalkers, in some cities it's not so

automated, Ohlberg notes.

Private projects, such as Sesame Credit, hoover up all sorts of data on its 400 million

customers, from how much time they spend playing video games (that's bad) to whether

they're a parent (that's good). That can be shared with other companies. One infamous

example is Sesame Credit linking up with the Baihe dating site, so would be partners can

judge each other on their looks as well as their social credit score; that system is opt-in.”

The Leash Is Tightening All Around

Programmable central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) add another layer of control. As a 9at

currency in digital form that is programmable, it would be easy to make it so you can only spend

your money on certain things or in speci9c places, as desired by the issuer.

Then there are the seemingly innocuous smart meters, which raise serious privacy concerns, not to

mention health concerns from their related electromagnetic 9elds. Before smart meters were

widely available, your electricity usage was recorded by a meter reader who would visit your

property once a month and manually record your energy usage.

Now, this data is tracked at hourly or half-hour intervals, which energy companies are billing as a

way to save you, the customer, money.  But like digital IDs and CBDCs, smart meters aren’t there

for your bene9t.

Smart meters do more than measure your energy usage. They’re also capable of distinguishing

what type of energy you’re using. So they know if you’re doing a load of laundry, watching TV or

have left your home for the day. While this might not sound nefarious on the surface, it’s an

intensely personal form of surveillance — one that could easily be used against you, including to

ration your energy.

Now consider that many not only have smartphones and smart meters but also have connected

alarm clocks, vehicles, refrigerators and doorbells, each of which reveals another layer of details

about your most personal moments, which could be used for nefarious purposes.

As The Telegraph reported,  Britain’s Crossbench Peer Lord Alton warned of the dangers of

intertwining mass surveillance systems with daily living. “[W]e simply cannot allow the tools of

genocide to continue to be used so readily in our daily lives. Mass surveillance systems have

always been the handmaiden of fascism. The government should come forward with a timetable to

remove these cameras and technology from the public sector supply chain.”

The End Goal? Implantable Tracking Devices

In the end, the global superpowers won’t go so far as to create a worldwide digital ID that can

simply be left behind when you feel like it. They’ll want something much more permanent,

something that can’t be left at home.

Sweden is one of the earliest adopters of implantable microchips. The chip is implanted just

beneath the skin on the hand, and operates using either near-9eld communication (NFC) — the

same technology used in smartphones — or radio-frequency identi9cation (RFID), which is used in

contactless credit cards.

Already, Sweden has become more or less a cashless society. Now, this tiny implant will replace the

need for debit and credit cards all together, as well as identi9cation and keys. To pay for an item, all

you have to do is place your left hand near the contactless card reader, and the payment is

registered.

An estimated 5,000 to 10,000 Swedes have been chipped so far, although Swedish authorities claim

they don’t know the exact number, as there’s no central registry. In the end, everything will be

connected to a single implantable device.

Right now, it’s a tossup as to whether a vaccine passport or a digital identity platform will be the

foundation for what’s to come, but what is certain is that whatever it’s called, it will include your

digital identity, vaccination status and other health data, along with programmable CBDCs.

Ultimately, your digital identity will include everything else that can be known about you through

surveillance via implanted biosensors, your computer, smartphone, GPS, social media, online

searches, purchases and spending habits. Imagine having AI listening, watching and scoring every

move you make and every heartbeat, and algorithms deciding what you can and cannot do based

on your behavior, expression, social contacts and personal views.

Add to that technologies that can modify your behavior and emotional state with or without your

knowledge, which is what the WEF’s 2020 brie9ng document on the Internet of Bodies (IoB)

describes,  and the future looks like a prison-state.

To put it simply, as targetTRUTH tweeted, “ID2020 is an alliance among numerous companies to

microchip every single human being on the planet.”  In the meantime, to ensure that you can be

traced and tracked at all times, WEF announced that clothing of the future will also contain built-in

digital passports — and they’re slated to reach the market in 2025.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The vaccine passport marks a course of more submission where humanity prey to the domain of the mind is led to diseases and hatred

of the unvaccinated. They do not realize that said passport opens the way to a much deeper state: disease for life, a depressed immune

system, being exposed to covid with more cases of death and serious illness, control and surveillance, poverty, inequalities, division, in

short, a humanity that will be easy prey for a technocracy that seeks nothing more than its power and that promotes fascism and tyranny.

Globalization is the word. Globalization and tyranny is the same. We have the WHO is working on coordinating funding to achieve its

global agenda, the ID2020 Alliance is made up of multiple globalist organizations, synchronizing their plans and their resources Vaccines

constitute a registry system to distinguish between vaccinated and unvaccinated and what seems certain to be used to further whatever

nefarious goals the Great Reset manipulators have in their way of enslaving people.

to turn them into transhumans. The objective, all the freedoms for the vaccinated to spread the new strains and force the unvaccinated to

inject themselves with the deadliest biological weapon in history. What you want to achieve is to hypnotize the human mind and the result

is that many people trust the rulers and their doctor.

While all Americans are being aggressively pressured to be hit at "extreme speed." Tens of millions of people have lost their jobs,

thousands have committed suicide, and all you do is keep poisoning people. Regaining freedom has been the name of the game for quite

some time, and the process has reached a fever pitch when desperate Americans agree to destroy their bodies in exchange for a little

"new normal." What is the result, a new step to the loss of freedoms and thousands of injured by vaccines. Terrible future imposed by the

terania. It is necessary to 9ght for freedom. Saying no to passports is saying no to “vaccines”
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Globalism in the ID2020 program which was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, the WEF and lGAVI and aims to inject every

human being with microchips that can be accessed remotely using 5G and later 6G technologies. It is a totally electronic

identi9cation, which links everything with everything of each individual (health, criminal, banking, personal and private records,

etc.), being administered by a state agency or in extremis, by the private sector”, reports The Burning Platform on technology. A

centralized general electronic data collection program will pro9le all citizens of Germany and grant access to all government

agencies, police departments and agencies as well as the private sector.

The technology will be forced on everyone. WEF World Economic Forum (WEF) founder Klaus Schwab promised this with the

rhetoric of the “Great Reset”, which is materializing at “breaking speed”, thanks to the plandemic. It is Gates, Rockefeller and other

globalists who are injecting endless money to subject us to the total loss of freedoms of a fascist state. While all Americans are

being aggressively pressured to be hit at "extreme speed." Tens of millions of people have lost their jobs, thousands have

committed suicide, and all you do is keep poisoning people.

Regaining freedom has been the name of the game for quite some time, and the process has reached a fever pitch when desperate

Americans agree to destroy their bodies in exchange for a little "new normal." What is the result?, a new step to the loss of

freedoms and thousands of injured by the vaccines. Terrible future imposed by the terania. It is necessary to 9ght for freedom.

Saying no to passports is saying no to “vaccines”
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Passports or any other type of certi9cation are linked to the social credit system that would depend on the interconnectivity of

thousands of databases. China's social credit system establishes a combination of government and corporate surveillance that

gives citizens a "score" that can restrict people's ability to take actions, such as buying plane tickets, purchasing property, or taking

out loans, due to 'behaviors'". Social credit scoring is a way that governments, banks, and insurers rate you for your actions both

online and opine.

Overspending or associating with the wrong people could lower your score and lead to 9nancial and social constraints.

www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament..  .----

www.theburningplatform.com/2021/11/30/digital-tyranny-and-the-rockefel..  .- --

allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Are_Being_Terminated_For_Thought_Crimes...  MILLIONS OF AMERICANS WERE ASSIGNED

COVID-19 VIOLATION’ SCORES BASED ON CELLPHONE DATA COLLECTED DURING LOCKDOWNS

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/americans-harvested-cellphone-data..  (
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A prison state barely begins to describe this Fascist Nightmare. Heartbeat to heartbeat surveillance to keep on all the narrowest

path possible feeding those where more is never enough. This is even worse than a jail cell and actually a form of solitary

con9nement as no natural form of interaction with fellow humans, with Life or even ourselves is possible without the okay from

what ultimately will be a form of Arti9cially Intelligence the 1% have a delusional belief they can control. There is way too much of

this already, it has already gone too far. When Blackrock, Vanguard, & State Street use computer programs to manipulate the world

and markets are what are creating these bubbles only to crash so they can pick up the pieces to wash, rinse and repeat until they

reach their ultimate goal. Ditch the digital as much as possible. Find ways to ful9ll our basic needs, locally. Help each all who are

attempting to convert out of and away from the $eductress of Convenience.
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Yes, Just, we should keep in mind that on January 10, 2016, the founder of the WEF, Klaus Schwab, told the world that within the

next 10 years, “9rst we will wear them in our clothes and then we could imagine that we will implant them in our brain or on our

skin,” referring to implantable microchips. Schwab infamously warned that these microchips would coincide with his planned

"Great Reset," which he also promised would be achieved through the Covid-19 pandemic. Schwab actually referred to Covid-19 as

"a rare but narrow window of opportunity to rethink, reinvent, and reset our world," admitting that their primary goal is to transition

the world to a new order, or you could say they want to.

everyone trans. In his book, Orwell wrote about an all-powerful Big Brother "surveillance state" that was tracking everyone in real

time. Even at home, the government was always watching and manipulating. The technology that Orwell is established by

authoritarian governments that obey the slogans of the globalist elites are steps already taken by China and now emerge strongly

in the US and in the world.
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Gui it would seem if anyone had any doubts about the WEF and what their designs are only need to look at their agendas over the

years. They consistently telegraph their intended goals for the most part years before the effects of their efforts become obvious.

Openly publicly stated yet played down or ignored by the media they control.
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Classic Criminal Behavior: 'At This Point, It's a Cover-Up,' and They're Tripling Down... www.bitchute.com/.../RKTRP7r5xeJI
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If everyone would just get off Facebook, Twitter, and Google, they would cease to exist.
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rose bud... I did that, and I do not cease to exist, I am forever in their 9les, I get emails on occasion from them. Or maybe you mean

Facebook, Google & Twitter would cease to exist?
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Everyone, this is the world without GOD, WITHOUT Jesus, much like the days of Noah. The bible has everything to say about all of this and

that God is sovereign over all the earth, all the affairs of men. Anything which is done must be done according to His will and plan

because man is not suvcient without GOD. We are undone but with God we can do all things.....but only with Him. This is a strong

commitment but since God never fails, it is the only way to go. He has given these evil men over to their reprobate minds to do

unrighteous things and never be saved. They are the instruments of their own demise. Let us not be the same but rather follow GOD'S

WAYS. Be disciples of Jesus, protected and gifted with His own promises of eternal life. God's ways are much higher than ours. Seek

Him.
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en.wikipedia.org/.../Proselytism   Proselytism glurge... can it you holy trolls. www.christianmingle.com/en-us
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I SAY THIS ALREADY SINCE TWO YEARS; THROW YOUR I-PHONES OUT!!!!!!!!
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I still use my land line a lot, I have a home ovce. 0 banking, email, etc on the cell. Location turned off except for maps.  My mom

lives in this multi generation household. My dad has been dead for years. All purchases go in his credit card........
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No thank you!! I'll continue leaving my phone at home while I'm out taking care of business and IF I must have it along it'll go into my

Faraday bag right along side my legal concealed carry tools. Otherwise I'm not interested in taking part now nor will I participate in such a

globalist xavored affair that is CLEARLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL and so is OUT OF SORTS with me being a freedom loving AMERICAN

PERIOD!!
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So nice, indeed: "The microchip implants that let you pay with your hand" www.bbc.com/.../business-61008730  Lets see what is about

regarding that place where the lovely device is implanted: TCM: "Hegu is located at the area between the thumb and index 9nger at the

point where those two metacarpals meet. It is an important acupuncture points with the most extensive treatment range and has a

systemic therapeutic effect. It is the original acupuncture point of the large intestine meridian which connects to the head and face area.

Therefore, it is a very good point to do self-massage for pain relief. This point is good for almost any kind of pain or issues around the

head and face area, such as headache, migraines, toothache, bell's palsy, sore throat, etc.

Hegu Point is also a 9rst-aid point for awakening the mind and brain. It can be pressed when dizziness, vertigo, syncope, or seizures

occur and you need to wake up.Important note: This point is a very powerful energy moving point, therefore, it should be used carefully

when used for pregnant women." Wow! Hmm...What a thing! A simple... coincidence :] Or, in short, you can be annihilated or tortured by

reversing or interrupting the natural energy xow that crosses that point. What do you say? Want?
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Interesting observation. I used to massage that point for my baby daughter (decades ago) when she was constipated as I knew it

helped to balance/stimulate the intestine. Didn't know about the headaches and dizziness aspect. And I never thought about an

outside stimulus from those sources, though I'm sure they are capable of providing some. Of course, I would never voluntarily

agree to an implant...
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ID2020 — Your Digital ID of the Future Has Arrived
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The ID2020 Alliance is a public-private partnership founded by Bill Gates’ GAVI: The

Vaccine Alliance, The Rockefeller Foundation, Microsoft, Accenture and Ideo.org

*

General partners in the alliance include, among others, Facebook, Mastercard, the

United Nations International Computing Centre and Okta, an identity platform

*

The ID2020 Alliance is painting itself as the global identi9cation superpower, intent

on creating a digital ID that will track you throughout your life, via the help of

multibillion-dollar corporations

*

In the end, the global superpowers won’t go so far as to create a worldwide digital ID that can simply be left behind when you feel like it;

they’ll want something more permanent, something that can’t be left at home, like an implantable microchip

*

Whatever the “9nal” digital ID ends up being called, it will include your digital identity, vaccination status and other health data, along with

programmable central bank digital currencies (CBDCs), for starters

*
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youngsankang
Joined On 2/15/2012 5:04:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we stop them from infringing upon our right to privacy?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 6:48:57 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I pay cash for most things.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 8:52:17 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of us will have "that de9ning" moment in the near future of just what you are prepared to do. What are you prepared to do when

they come for you

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 9:33:25 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well one of my dogs, his ID microchip migrated when he was young, they cannot 9nd it, with several different scanners, he has had back

problems since young, some times he is moving freely and like a normal dog, then other times he is hunched and hobbles, sometimes he

snaps at you when you stroke him over his shoulders other times he does not care at all. The vet thinks the chip is broken, which is why it

wont scan, two vets (got second opinion) think the chip is still in his body xoating around and causing problems along the spine and

shoulders. I would never get an implanted chip after seeing what happened to my dog.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 6:38:20 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many hugs for your dog. Thanks for this valuable info, don't be too hard on yourself..... You may locate that chip yet.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 6:57:51 AM
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cup
Joined On 3/7/2008 12:37:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you ever thought of having a homeopath give you speci9c directions on using the homeopathic remedy Silicea to see if it

could help you get rid of the chip? Silicea is often used for pushing things out of the body, such as abscesses, foxtails/plant awns,

etc. Those plant parts behave much the same way as the errant microchip if they get stuck in skin, moving deeper inside the body

and become lost, many times not even being able to be found with surgery. Sometimes Silicea will cause the foreign body to be

expelled through the skin. But Silicea is nothing to fool around with on your own if you don't know what you're doing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 6:50:41 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All being said, continuously being linked to others and all of the controlling entities of the global govt. is another way of saying my soul

will no longer be mine. There is something horrifying about not being able to get away alone, paying cash for a cup of coffee in a town

you’re passing through, and think untracked thoughts. At 70 I am no longer as afraid of petty criminals who want goods or money from

me as I am of the designers of the near future who could take my autonomy.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 2:43:57 PM
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Then I saw a second beast, coming out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb, but it spoke like a dragon. It exercised all the authority

of the 9rst beast on its behalf, and made the earth and its inhabitants worship the 9rst beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And it

performed great signs, even causing 9re to come down from heaven to the earth in full view of the people. Because of the signs it was

given power to perform on behalf of the 9rst beast, it deceived the inhabitants of the earth. It ordered them to set up an image in honor of

the beast who was wounded by the sword and yet lived. The second beast was given power to give breath to the image of the 9rst beast,

so that the image could speak and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed.

It also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hands or on their foreheads, so that

they could not buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of its name. This calls for wisdom. Let

the person who has insight calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man. That number is 666.” Revelation 13:11-18 NIV

bible.com/.../rev.13.11-18.NIV
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josielcpc
Joined On 8/22/2020 7:34:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like the mark of the beast to me. The WEF is going to have a tough time getting biblically literate Christians implanted. We need

to “9ght like heaven” against the WEF satanic agenda.
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ash3743
Joined On 10/21/2017 2:18:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Florida statute 381.00315 FORCED VACCINES(as in break into your home and hold you down!), FORCED QUARANTINE AND

ISOLATION(as in take you away!!!).they can even kill your pets! FLORIDA IS A LIE FLORIDA IS NOT FREE!!!! I’m trying to speak outNo one is

listening including desantis! An amendment bill was sent to him in summer of 2020, went through the regular hula hoops and died in

spring 2021!!! Why??? Here is the evil Florida statute www.xsenate.gov/.../381.00315  And here is the amendment bill

www.xsenate.gov/.../6003  Note - I don’t want it “amended”I want the ENTIRE STATUTE REPEALED!!! PLEASE DO AN ARTICLE ABOUT

THIS EVIL NAZI STATUTE!!! HELP!
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Wisdom22
Joined On 10/29/2022 6:54:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are truly living in a dystopian state. The frustrating thing is people don’t seem to care enough to want to change or 9ght this Evil that

is been forced upon us. God is our creator and he has the 9nal say.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't pay off bills. Don't worry or complaint about "prices" as much as they try get you to. They need a "9nancial collapse" to install their

csrq-sm. They'll require jabs for your stipend.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UNELECTED, DEMONIC, PERVERTED, INSANE, MEGALOMANIACS. DO NOT CAPITULATE. Fight back no matter what it takes and we WILL

defeat them when all is said and done. There are > 7 BILLION of us and only a handful of them. Yes, we may have to suffer some, or a lot

to literally save humanity. So be it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/28/2022 9:48:44 AM
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heck no!!!
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Might be of interest to people, the Editor of this book was interviewed on a UK TV channel a few nights ago... ".....Against the Great Reset:

Eighteen Theses Contra the New World Order Hardcover  by Michael Walsh (Editor)..."
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is that the case, then a new generation of Super Hackers will be taking care of these microchips and digital IDs crap, to replace or entirely

remove from the body and to make it look like it is there. How ? only these hackers and scientists who oppose it, will develop the many

ways how to do that. For now, it relates to the former "greate-america". To avoid the devils way, would be the best not to live in the country

that has become a bio-weapon terrorism entity. But According to many many predictions, US is following former USSR in breakup into

many smaller states, which will happen sooner than later.
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one8280
Joined On 10/20/2021 7:26:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For what is a man pro9ted, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?" Ultimately this is THEE most important aspect of all

of this. We need to repent now.
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ash3743
Joined On 10/21/2017 2:18:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch The A.I. Invasion series by pastor billy crone. (Fast forward to the 16min point in the video to skip the music)

https://youtu.be/XX6rvqGgxrg  There are 26 parts VERY eye opening!
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is with this?
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